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Modem science and technology pro-
vide many people with a higher standard
of living than their ancestors ever en-
joyed. Medical breakthroughs have re-
duced the threat of communicable dis-
eases that decimated past generations.
Agricultural improvements have in-
creased crop yields and raised the qual-
ity of livestock. In fact, drugs and insec-
ticides may be responsible for about haff
of the increase in lie expectancy in the
Third World since World War II. 1
Manufacturing industries provide what
some believe are more convenient goods
and services. There is also reason to
befieve that this overall, worldwide
economic improvement is derived from
the results of basic research and
development.2

But modem technology can also con-
front us with hazards our ancestors
never faced. These include increases in
death due to accidents, toxic sub-
stances, disasters, and pollutants. To-
day, there is a high degree of public ami-
ety over what might happen if the new
technologies backfire. Discussions of
nuclear power inevitably take the Three
Mile Island accidentJ as a point of depar-
ture. In 1976, concern over industrial
safety increased after the explosion at
the Icsema chemical plant in Seveso,
Italy.q Twenty years ago, Rachel

Carson’s SiIent Spn”ng focused attention
on the worldwide biological risks of pes-
ticides.s In the 1960s, the thalidomide

tragedy dominated debates on pharma-
ceutical risks.h

Inevitably, these events cause people
to ask if the benefits of new technologies
are worth the risks. It is not surprising,
therefore, that a new scholarly discipline
has developed around methods for ana-
lyzing the risks we’re exposed to in mod-
em society. Risk analysis is an important
decision-making tool for government
regulators and corporate planners. Its
importance will surely increase in the
years to come. Risk analysis already is a
required activity in the chemical, phar-
maceutical, and civif nuclear power in-
dustries. For example, the chemical in-
dustry now devotes about a fourth of its
research and development costs to risk
analysis. 7 The drug industry spends over
haff its research budget to this end.1

In this two-part essay, I’ll discuss some
of the premises and current methods of
risk analysis. 1’11also introduce the opin-
ions of people in the risk analysis com-
munity to point out the strengths and
weaknesses in its theories and calcula-
tions. The first part concentrates on risk
analyses of new engineering technolo-
gies, such as nuclear power plants. The
second part will be devoted to the
analysis of biological risks from new
chemicafs and pharmaceuticals.

Of course, risk analysis is by no means
limited to these problems. Insurance
companies are afso involved in risk anal-
ysis, for example. You might say that
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modern risk analysis is synonymous with
“societal risk analysis.” The subject of
actuarial analysis, insofar as it relies on
medical data ofonekind oranother, isa
topic for future consideration.

Before beginning, it’s helpful to define
“risk.” Norman Rasmussen, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, defines
risk as the probability that some undesir-
able event will occur.g Chauncey Starr,
Electric Power Research Institute, Palo
Alto, California, defines risk in more
mathematical terms as “the probability
per unit time of the occurrence of a unit
cost of burden. ”~ That is, risk takes into
account both the chance that some
event will happen in a given time period,
and the magnitude of its consequences.
Usually, the time period is set at one
year. The magnitude is expressed as
whatever the possible consequences
may be—death, injury, days of disabili-
ty, man-hours of labor lost, property
loss, incidence of cancer or birth
defects, and so on.

Risk analysts are on firm ground when
deafing with high probability events. For
example, it’s relatively simple to calcu-
late the risk of motor vehtcle death or in-
jury. Auto accidents occur so frequently

that detailed statistical records can be
compiled. Unfortunately, risk analysts
can’t refer to hktorical records of new
technologies. For example, nuclear
power plants have a short “track
record, ” and the kind of catastrophic ac-
cident that arouses the greatest con-
cern-core meltdown—is a low prob-
ability event that presumably wouldn’t
be observed frequently even if nuclear
reactors were in operation for several
decades. Also, the adverse conse-
quences of new pharmaceuticals, food
additives, or pollutants are sometimes
observed only years or decades after ex-
posure. For obvious reasons, we can’t af-
ford to wait for detailed statistical
records to be compiled on the risks of
cancer, birth defects, or genetic damage
from new pharmaceuticals or chemicals.

Instead, risk analysts have to an-
ticipate consequences of new technol-

~gies before the public is exposed to
[hem. To do this, risk analysts rely on
mathematical models that predict how
the new technology will perform under
various conditions. Risk analysis of
engineering structures is based on a
systems analysis model.7 This model
asserts that the operation of a complex
system depends on the relationships be-
tween its component parts. Rasmussen
points out that the model is applied
when “the system is made up of many
parts and the failure rate of the parts is
known. ”s Although nuclear power
plants are a new technology, they are
built with standard equipment used in
other structures. The likelihood of an
accident at a nuclear power plant can
thus be inferred from the failure rates of
its components.

The 1975 Reactor Safety Study
(RSS)1O is regarded as perhaps the best-
known example of risk analysis based on
the systems analysis model. T RSS was
initially sponsored by the US Atomic
Energy Commission and completed by
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). Incidentally, Rasmussen was the
director of RSS, which is often referred
to as the Rasmussen Report. HTGR Ac-
cident Initiation and Progression Analy-
sisl I is another major risk study which
relies on the systems analysis model. It
was conducted by the US General
Atomic Company and released in 1978.
Another prominent analysis of nuclear
reactor risks is the 1979 German Risk
Study, conducted by the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany’s Gesellschaft fur
Reaktorsicherheit .12

These studies rely on “event tree/fault
tree analysis” to determine the risk of
nuclear reactor failures. Event trees and
fault trees break down a nuclear acci-
dent into more simple, basic events.
Garth Parry and Paul Winter, Atomic
Energy Authority, W arrington, UK, ex-
plain that “the frequency of occurrence
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of the rare events (accident sequences
with severe consequences) could [then]
be estimated from the frequencies of
basic events for which data were avail-
able. ”lJ Rasmussen notes that event
tree/fault tree analysis is’’probably the
most widely used method for the quanti-
tative prediction of system failure.”8

Event trees are used to trace out vir-
tually all possible accident sequences in
anew technology ihat could result in un-
desirable consequences.a In the case of
nuclear reactors, event trees outline the
accidents leading to releases of radioac-
tivity. The first step in event tree anaIysis
is to define an “initiating event.” The
risk analyst then determines what parts
of the system affect the progress of sub-

sequent events, The object is to calcu-
late the amount of radioactivity that
would be released at the end of each ac-
cident sequence in the event tree. 10
(p. 42) Figure 1 shows an event tree
diagram of a nuclear reactor accident se-
quence.

After these radioactivity amounts are
estimated, the probability of occurrence
for each branch in the event tree remains
to be calculated. This is where fault tree
analysis comes in, and its logic is ahnost
the reverse of that of event trees.s It
begins with the undesirable conse-
quence. The risk analyst then deter-
mines what prior conditions could cause
this event. The lowest events in the
branching fault tree are called “primary

Ffgrsre 1I Simple event tree showing the sequence of events following a pipe break in a nuclear power
reactor’s cooling system. This initiating event could lead to core meltdown and a larse release of radioac-
tivity. If electric power is available, an “emergency cooliig system” (ECS) is activated. In the event that
the ECS faifs, core meltdown w-illoccur, but the “fission produc! removal system” reduces tbe amount of
radioactivity released. If thk option fails, the “containment integrity system” prevents most of the
radioactivity from escaping,
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faults,” For example, Baruch Fischhoff
and colleagues, Decision Research,
Eugene, Oregon, identified 67 primary
faults that could cause a car not to start.
Figure 2 shows a fault tree that traces the
branch of events involving only battery
faifure. 14

After all the primary faults are iden-
tif ied, the probability of their occur-
rences is estimated. The estimate is
based on past performance records for
each component involved in the primary
fault. Data on the individual failure
probabilities are entered into a com-
puter that calculates the probability of
the top event. This information is then
plugged into the appropriate branches
of the event tree. The risk of very small
or very large releases of radioactivity can
now be calculated by multiplying the
probabilities of failure along each
branch of the event tree. B

When the event tree/fault tree
analysis is completed, we know the
probability of occurrence for various ac-
cident sequences and the amounts of ra-
dioactivity that are released at the end of
each. The next task in the risk analysis is
to determine the public consequences of
exposure to radioactivity if it escapes the

containment area. The Rasmussen Re-
port states that this depends “upon how
the radioactivity is dispersed in the en-
vironment, upon the number of people
and amount of property exposed, and
upon the effects of radiation exposure
on people and contamination of proper-
ty.”lo (p. 49)

The end result of risk analyses of
nuclear reactor accidents is a series of
graphs that relate the estimated annual
frequency of accidents to their conse-
quences. Typically, the graphs also show
other types of human-caused and natu-
ral accidents to put the nuclear ac-
cidents in perspective. This information
is presented in tabular form in Tables 1
and 2. Table 1 shows the statistical risk
of any given individual in the US being
killed in any one year in various human-
caused and natural accidents. The Ras-
mussen Report estimates that there is
one chance in five billion that someone
living within 20 miles of a nuclear power
plant will die in a nuclear accident.
Table 2 shows the likelihood of larger
numbers of fatalities resulting from
human-caused and natural accidents.
The probability of 100 or more (or 1,000
or more) people dying in a nuclear reac-

Ffgum 2: Simple fault tree diagram showing why a car may not start as a result of battery failure

car won, start I
1
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Table 1%Average risk of death to an individual from various
human-caused and natural accidents.

Indfvfdnrd
Accident Total Chance

Type Number per Year

Motor Vehicle
Fafk

Fires and Hot Substances
Drowning
Firearms
Air Travel
Falling Objects

Electrocution
Lighmimg

Tomadces
Hurricanes
All Accidents
Nuclear Reactor Accidents

( 100 Plants)

55,791
17,827
7,451

6,181
2,309
1,778

1,271

1,148
1.54)
91
93

111,’+42

I in 4,(XO
1 in 10,030

I in 25,fM2
1 in 30,030
1 in 103,1X)0
I in lfKlllX3
I in 160,CC0

I in 160,0tM
I in 2, W0,C02
1 in 2,5C0,1XY2
I in 2,503,fKn3
linl, bfXl
I in 5 billion

Source: US Nuckar RegulatoryCommkskm. Reactor safe-

IY sludy: an assessment of accident risks m us Cmnmer.
cm{ nuclear power plains. October 1975. NRC Report
WASH.140il (NUREG-75/014). p, 3,

Table 21 Average risk of death from various human-caused

and natural accidents.

Probabffky 01 Probubffltyof
100 or More 1,000 or More

Type of Event Fatatltfes FmtafItkes

Human-Caused

Airplane Crash 1 in2ym.
Fire

1 in2,003yrs.
1 in7yrs. Iinmyrs,

Explosion I in 16yrs. 1 in 120 yrs.
Toxic Gas 1 in 102 yrs, I in l, W33yrs

Natural

Tornado I in 5 ym. very Snmff

Hurricane 1 in 5 yn. 1 in 25 ym,

Earthquake I in 20 yrs. 1 m 50 yrs.
Meteorite Impact I in 100,000 yrs, 1 in 1 million yts.

Reactom

103 Plants I in l~,COO ym. 1 in 1 miliio” Y-5.

Source: US Nuclear Regufamiy Commkskm. Reactor safe.
(Y study: on asse-ssrnenf ./ acctdent risks in US commer-

cial nuclear PO we. planm 0c106er 1975, NRC Report
WASH- 14CKI(NUREG-75/014), f), [0.

tor accident is about the same as the
probability of the same number of
fatalities due to meteorite impact.

Of course, these calculations and fig-
ures and tables should be interpreted
very carefully. Lennart Sjoberg, Univer-
sity of Gothenburg, Sweden, says, “Risk

analysis has.. been widely cited in the
public debate on nuclear power as an
argument for the alleged extreme safety
of nuclear power plants, in spite of the
welf known fact that uncertainties in the
absolute level of probability of risk are
quite large . . . . The very fact that a figure
is cited in a report easily lends itself to
tremendous overconfidence in this par-
ticular figure.”ls

A review of the Rasmussen Report,
sponsored by the NRC, afso focused on
this point. It stated, “The Executive
Summary to [RSS], which is by far the
most widely read part of the report
among the public and policy makers,
does not adequately indicate the full ex-
tent of the consequences of reactor ac-
cidents; and does not sufficiently em-
phasize the uncertainties involved in the
calculation of their probability, It has
therefore lent itseif to misuse in the
discussion of reactor riSk.”16

Starr says that risk analyses are sub-
ject to “hypothetical uncertainty.”g That
is, there is always the chance that some
occurrence has been overlooked in a
complex system that has a multitude of
potential failure paths. Rasmussen
acknowledges that it is difficult to ac-
count for all possible initiating events
and al[ possible consequences. But risk
analysts assume that the occurrences
they haven’t thought of or experienced
are rare. Thus, they believe that omit-
ting the unanticipated probably doesn’t
affect the overalf estimate of failure
probability y.a

More important, there is considerable
“experimental uncertainty”q attached to
risk estimates. Remember that overalf
failure rates of nuclear reactors are
derived by combining the probabilities
of failure for each component. The per-
formance records of these components
are limited, and there is some amount of
statistical variation in their operation.
This statistical uncertainty can be smafl
or large, depending on how much is
known about the component.9 More-
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over, the risk analyst has to take into ac-
count the likelihood of human error.
The uncertainty here is almost always

large because we don’t have enough

“good data” to predict human perfor-

mance in new technologies, such as
nuclear power.

Rasmussen admits that “one can ex-
pect an uncertainty of plus or minus a
factor of ten”~ in risk estimates of com-
plex system failure. He also notes that
this “is about the same as the uncertainty
of the most poorly known of equipment
failure rates. ”~ Parry and Winter aren’t
certain it is even possible to “construct a
rigid statistical framework in which all
sources of uncertainty are quantified. ” IS
Fischhoff says that, as a result, critics
question whether event tree/fault tree
analysis is “methodologically sound
enough to be used as a basis for decisions
of great importance. ” 14

Recently, the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory was commissioned by the
NRC to reevaluate the risks of nuclear
power plant accidents. The Oak Ridge
study examined over 19,000 failures at
nuclear power plants from 1969 through
1979. They concluded that the chance of
an accident involving damage to the
core is almost one in 1,000 years of the
plant’s operation. The Rasmussen
Report estimated this probability to be
only one in 20,000 years of operation.
There are now 74 operating nuclear
power plants in the US, so “an accident
as bad as the one at Three Mile Island, or
worse, could be expected every 10 to 15
years. ”lT However, Oak Ridge officials
feel this new estimate is still too
pessimistic because they didn’t take into
account safety improvements ordered
after the Three Mile Island accident in
March 1979.17

Another controversy in risk analysis
centers on how the expert’s analysis of
technological risks compares with the
public’s perception of them. The expert
objectively rates risks according to how
many fatalities are likely to result in a

given year of some technology’s opera-
tion. But the public might evaluate risks
more subjectively.

A recent study by Fischhoff and col-
leagues illuminates this point. Is Their
survey results showed that a Iayperson’s
perception of fatal risk bears little rela-
tion to the actual fatality rates of a given
technology. The authors found that lay-
people tend to regard as tisky any tech-
nology that is new, imposed upon them,
unfamiliar, and beyond their control.
Also regarded as risky are those technol-
ogies, such as nuclear power, in which
disaster brings delayed, rather than im-
mediate, effects.

Risk analysts have suggested ways to
include the public’s qualitative evalua-
tions in their quantitative calculations.
They propose assigning “risk conversion
factors” to those qualities the public
associates with high risk. For example,
Starr states, “The public is willing to ac-
cept ‘voluntary’ risks roughly 1000 times
greater than ‘involuntary’ risks. ”lg Also,
William Rowe, American University,
Washington, DC, has assigned risk con-
version factors to vohsntary/involun-
tary, delayed/immediate, control/un-
control, and other qualities of technol-

ogy.20 These risk conversion factors
would be used when the risks of various
technologies are compared.

For example, Rasmussen took into ac-
count two qualities of nuclear power
that make it riskier than other technol-
ogies in the public’s mind: its newness
and delayed effects. When nuclear
power was “penalized” for this and again
compared to the frequency of human-
caused events involving early fatalities,
he found that nuclear power “no longer

appears to be as insignificant a risk as
was shown in the original [RSS] com-
parison. “8 This Shows how important it is

to carefully interpret risk estimates. The
analyst’s calculations can be significant-
ly inflated or deflated by the public’s
more subjective evaluation of a new
technology’s risks. When we ask how
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risky an acti~ty or technology is, we
should specify who is judging it.

As you can see, risk analysis is a multi-
disciplinary research area involving stat-
isticians, engineers, systems analysts,
social psychologists, policy makers, and
many other professionals. It is surprising
that only one journal specifically
devoted to modem risk analysis has
emerged from this new and still develop-
ing field. Risk Analysis is a quarterly
journal that only started publication in
1981. It is issued by the Society for Risk
Analysis, and published by Plenum
Press. Subscriptions to this journal cost
$60 per year, but a subscription is includ-
ed in the society’s $30 membership fee.

The Society for Risk Analysis was in-
corporated late in 1980 as a nonprofit
organization. Robert Cumming, editor-
in-chief and past president of the soci-
ety, says the society was founded mainly
to ensure that its journal would be un-
biased, international, and multidisci-
plinary.zl The current president of the
society is Chris Whipple, Electric Power
Research Institute.

The society expanded its functions to
include sponsoring workshops on risk
analysis. The first “International Work-
shop on the Analysis of Actual Versus
Perceived Risks” was held in June 1981.
It was cosponsored by the society, the
World Health Organization, and the Na-

tional Academy of Science’s Assembly
of Social Sciences and Board of Toxicol-
ogy and Health Hazards. The society re-
cently sponsored another workshop, en-
titled “Low Probability/High Conse-
quence Risk Analysis,” with the NRC,
Environmental Protection Agency, and
Department of Energy. Proceedings will
be available early next autumn.

The Society for Risk Analysis also is
planning a book series on contemporary
issues in risk analysis. In addition, a
newsletter on the swiety’s activities is
available. Cumming says there are about

Figure 3: ISI/CompuMath ‘“ research fronts rele-
vant to risk analysis and systems mudeling.
Numbers in parentheses refer to coreiciting ar-
ticles included in each research front.

Code Number Research Front Name

SO-(X365 Fault trees and algebraic manipu-
lation of probability expressions
of network reliabdity evalua-
tions (7/72)

eQ-olo2 Bc@lean dtiference techniques ‘m
fault trees and combinational
logic networks (2i 201

80-0918 Fault trees for symbolic refiabflity
analysis for a complex network
(9/71)

13U2066 Systems engineering methodol-
ogy. un~led program planning,
deck]on-making, and worrb-as-
sessment (2/13)

F@sra 4: Core dnaments for research front #8@~5: Faul( frees and algebraic manipulation of probabilityy
expressions of network reliability evaluations.

Aggarwal K K, Mkra K B & Gupta J S. A fast algorithm for reliability evaluation.
IEEE Trans. Rel. 24:83-5, 1975.

Bennetts R G. On the analysis of fault trees. IEEE Tmn.r. Re/. 24:175-85, 1975.

Frmseff J B, Powers G J & Bemsetta R G. Fault trees—a state of the art discussion.

IEEE Trans. Re[. 23:51-5, 1974.

Kim Y H, Caae K E & Gharw P M. A method for computing complex system reliabilityy.
IEEE Trans. Re/. 21:215-9, 1972.

Krfsbrsamurthy E V & Komtamr G. Computer-aided reliability analysis of complicated networks.
IEEE Trans. Rel. 21:86-9, 1972.

Lfn P M, Leon B J & Huans T C. A new algorithm for symbolic system refinability analysis.
IEEE Trans. Rel. 25:2-14, 1976.

.%tyaaamynna A & Pmbturkar A. New topological formula and rapid algorithm for reliability analysis
of complex networks. IEEE Trans. Rel, 21:82-I (XI, 19’78,
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Ftgure 5: Example of proceedings listing in Index to .Scienr!fic c%Tech nica/ Proceedings 0

P1OO13
15TH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON RADIATION
PROTECTION AND MEASUREMENTS, Washin@n, DC, Mar 14-15, 1979.
PERCEPTIONS OF RISK: As Presented al the Nationat Academy of sciences Audliorlum in

Celebration 01 the SOth Annlvsmaary of the NCRP

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NA TIONAL COUNCIL ON RADIA TIt2N PRO TE(’TION AND
MEASUREMENTS, NO. 1
NATL COUNCIL RADtAT PROTECT & MEASUREMENT
Natl Council Rad!atlon ProtectIon Measurements, Washington, 1980, 191 pp 12 chaps
$1500 softbound
NCRP PUBLICATIONS P O BOX 30175 WASHINGTON, DC 20014

50 YEARS OF RADIATtON PROTECTION OPENING REMARKS W/( Smc/aM (Natl
Counc!l Rad,at Protect & Measurements Washington DC 200 14) 1

PERCEPTIONS OF RISK INTRODUCTORY-REMARKS VP 8ond (Brookhaven Natl Lab
Upton NY 1 1973) 4

FEDERAL REGULATORY AGENCY APPROACHES TO THE ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL
OF RISK FROM CARCINOGENS A’E A/berf (Nyu Mad Ctr,lnst Enwronm Med New
York NY 10016)

RAOIATION HEALTH PROTECTION ANO’ RISK ASSESSMENT BIOETHICAL
6

CONSIDERATIONS MN &fsxey (Umv Detroit Detrod Ml 48221)
IMAGES OF DISASTER PERCEPTION AND ACCEPTANCE OF RISKS FROM NUCLE”AR-

18

POWER P S/o.fc (OecIs Res Eugene OR)
RISK ASSESSMENT IN SOCIAL-PERSPECTIVE / Haos (Unw Catlf 8erkeley,Space VI

34

Lab Berkeley CA 94720)
OCCUPATIONAL RISKS, AS VIEWED BY ORGA”NIZED-LABOR G H/? T8y/Or (Afl “Clo,Oept

57

Occ.pat safety & Hlth Washington DC 20006)
ACTUARIAL VIEWS OF RISK J C H/ckm8n (Umv Wisconsin Madl$on WI 53 706)”

85
94

PERCEPTIONS OF RISK PANEL DISCUSSION RI+ Morg8n, RE A/&wt, J H/ck/rI.w,
/ #ctM, M M8xey, P S/owe, V Y.wnacufle (Johns Hopkins Unw Baltlmore MD
21218) 102

RAOIATION PROTECTION CONCEPTS AND TRADE OFFS H L Fnede// (Natl Council
Radiat Protect & Measurements Washington DC 200 14)

ORGANIZEO RAOIATION PROTECTION THE PAST 50 YEARS L S Tsyfor (Natl Council
129

Rad!at Protect & Measurements Washington DC 200 14)
LATE EFFECTS AMONG A-80M8 SURVIVORS THE ROLE OF NEUTRONS CE L8nd

160

(NCl,Envlronm Ep!dem{ol 8ranch Bethesda MD 20205) .169

1,000 members in 14 countries, and he
expects that number to double within a
year.zl For more information on mem-
bership, publications, and workshops,
write to: Society for Risk Analysis, P.O.
Box 531, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.

1S13’s multidisciplinary data bases
help to retrieve risk analysis research
published in a wide variety of journals.
In particular, our unique research front
specialty searches are an effective way of
locating research in new specialties,
such as risk analysis. We identified four
research fronts in our ISI/Compu-
Math ‘“ 22 data base that are relevant to

event tree/fault tree analysis and
systems modeling. They are listed in
Figure 3, and the number of core/citing
articles in the research front is shown.

Figure 4 lists the seven core papers in
the research front entitled “Fault trees

and algebraic manipulation of probabili-
ty expressions of network reliability
evaluations. ” As you can see, all of these
papers were published in IEEE Transac-

tions cm Reliability. Most of the 724’cur-
rent” papers assigned to this research
front have also been pubIished in this
journal. But other relevant journals in-
clude Microelectronics and Reliability,
International Journal of Systems Sci-
ence, Operations Research, Advances in
Applied Probability, Networks, and
several more. It is also noteworthy that
much of this research has been done in
India.

ISI’S Index to Scient~ic & Technical
Proceeding@ (ISTP )~ lists scores of
published proceedings on risk analysis
issues. Thk data base is especially useful
since risk analysis is a new specialty
whose research results are communicat-
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ed in various meetings, workshops, and
proceedings. Figure 5 presents an exam-
ple of how proceedings appear in ISTP.
The online version of ISTP includes
multiauthored book series as well as pro-
ceedings—hence the designation Index
to Scientific& Technical Proceedings&
Books (ISTP&B “ ).24

In the second part of this essay, I’ll
discuss how medical researchers analyze
the biological risks from exposure to

chemicals, pharmaceuticals, pollutants,
and toxic substances in the environ-
ment.

● ☛☛☛☛

My thanks to Patricia Hel[er and
Alfred Welljams-Dorof for their help in
the prepamtion of this essay. 07-1IS*
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